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Abstract. The existence of individual low-energy E1 toroidal and compression states (TS and CS) in 24Mg was
predicted recently in the framework of quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) model with Skyrme
forces. It was shown that the strong axial deformation of 24Mg is crucial to downshift the toroidal strength to
the low-energy region and thus make the TS the lowest E1(K=1) dipole state. In this study, we explain this
result by simple mean-field arguments. Comparing TS in two strongly axial nuclei, 24Mg and 20Ne, we show
that the lowest TS is not a universal phenomenon but rather a peculiarity of 24Mg. The spectroscopy of TS and
CS is analyzed and some additional interpretation of these states is suggested.

1 Introduction

In a recent publication [1], we have predicted the oc-
curence of individual low-energy E1 toroidal and com-
pressional states (TS and CS) in 24Mg. The calculations
were performed within the quasiparticle random phase ap-
proximation (QRPA) method using several Skyrme forces.
This prediction opens a new promising path in explo-
ration of toroidal excitations. Previously the nuclear
toroidal mode was mainly studied in terms of the giant
isoscalar (T=0) toroidal dipole resonance (TDR); see, e.g.,
Refs. [2–14] and references therein. However, the ex-
perimental observation and identification of the TDR is
plagued with serious troubles. The resonance is usually
masked by other multipole modes (including dipole ex-
citations of non-toroidal nature) located at the same en-
ergy region. Even the most reliable (α, α′) experimental
data [15, 16] cannot be considered as an unambiguous ob-
servation of E1(T=0) TDR, see discussion in Ref. [14].
Note that (α, α′) is determined by the transition density
while TDR is produced by the vortical nuclear current.
In this respect, the individual low-energy E1(T=0) TS in
light nuclei have significant advantages over the TDR. As
shown in Ref. [1], the TS in axially deformed 24Mg ap-
pears as the lowest (E=7.92 MeV) dipole state with K=1
(K is the projection of the total angular momentum to the
symmetry z-axis). It is well separated from the neighbour-
ing dipole states, which simplifies its experimental iden-
tification and exploration as compared to the TDR. Low-
energy TS were also predicted in other light deformed nu-
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clei, see e.g. the AMD (antisymmetrized molecular dy-
namics) calculations for 10Be [17].

As demonstrated in Ref. [1], the TS in 24Mg becomes
the lowest E1(K=1) state due to the large deformation-
induced downshift of its excitation energy. So just the
large axial quadrupole deformation makes the TS an indi-
vidualmode, well separated from other states. This finding
rises two questions. 1) How to explain this deformation ef-
fect by simple mean-field arguments? 2) How universal is
this effect in strongly deformed light nuclei? These ques-
tions are addressed in the present study where we compare
the impact of deformation in two strongly deformed N=Z
nuclei, 24Mg and 20Ne. For completeness, both vortical TS
and irrotational CS are considered. It will be shown that
the significant deformation-induced energy downshift is
pertinent to both of 24Mg and 20Ne. However, in 20Ne, the
TS is not the lowest dipole K=1 state anymore. Moreover,
in 20Ne, TS lies higher than CS. This means that 24Mg is
perhaps rather unique light nucleus where the conditions
for discrimination of the TS are most convenient.

Besides, we consider spectroscopic properties of TS
and CS and suggest their interpretation in terms of low-
energy T=0 dipole states with isospin-forbidden E1 tran-
sition (for TS) and octupole mode (for CS).

2 Calculation scheme
The calculations are performed within self-consistent
QRPA based on the Skyrme functional [18]. We use
the Skyrme parametrization SLy6 [19] as in the previous
study [1]. The QRPA code for axial nuclei [20] exploits a
2D coordinate-space mesh in cylindrical coordinates. The
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single-particle spectrum is taken from the bottom of the
potential well up to +55 MeV in the continuum. The
equilibrium deformation is calculated by minimization of
the total energy. Calculations with non-equilibrium de-
formations are performed using quadrupole constrained
Hartree–Fock. The volume monopole pairing is treated
at the BCS level [14]. The QRPA uses two-quasiparticle
(2qp) basis with excitation energies up to ∼100 MeV.
The basis includes ≈1700÷1900 (K=0) and ≈3200÷3600
(K=1) states. The Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule [21, 22]
and isoscalar dipole energy-weighted sum rule [23] are ex-
hausted by 100% and 97%, respectively.

Since vortical toroidal and irrotational compressional
modes are coupled [8–10], we inspect both TS and CS.
The toroidal and compression dipole responses (reduced
transition probabilities) are

Bν(E1K, α) = (2 − δK,0)| �ν| M̂α(E1K) |0� |2 , (1)

where |ν� is the wave function of the ν-th QRPA dipole
state. The toroidal (α=tor) and compressional (α=com)
transition operators are [1, 10, 11]

M̂tor(E1K)=
−1

10
√

2 c

∫

d3r r
[

r2+ds+da
K
]

Y11K ·(∇×ĵ), (2)

M̂com(E1K)=
−i

10c

∫

d3r r
[

r2+ds−2da
K
]

Y1K(∇·ĵ), (3)

where ĵ(r) is operator of the nuclear current; Y11K(r̂) and
Y1K(r̂) are vector and ordinary spherical harmonics; ds=−
5/3�r2�0 is the center-of-mass correction (c.m.c.) in spher-
ical nuclei [10]; da

K=
√

4π/45 �r2Y20�0(3δK,0−1) is the addi-
tional c.m.c. in axial deformed nuclei within the prescrip-
tion [24]. The average values mean � f �0=

∫

d3r fρ0/A,
where ρ0 is the ground state (g.s.) density. We have
checked that these c.m.c. accurately remove spurious ad-
mixtures.

The toroidal operator, Eq. (2), with the curl ∇×ĵ is vor-
tical while the compression operator, Eq. (3), with the di-
vergence ∇·ĵ is irrotational. Using the continuity equa-
tion, the current-dependent operator, Eq. (3), can be trans-
formed [10] to the familiar density-dependent form [23]
M̂′com(E1K)=1/10

∫

d3r rρ̂
[

r2+ds−2da
K

]

Y1K with ρ̂(r) be-
ing the density operator.

The isoscalar (T=0) nuclear current ĵ includes the
convection part jq

c (with effective charges en,p
eff =0.5)

and magnetization (spin) part jq
m (with g-factors

g
n,p
s =(gn

s+g
p
s )η/2=0.88η where gn,p

s are bare g-factors
and η=0.7 is the quenching) [10]. T=0 responses are rel-
evant when considering TS and CS in isoscalar reactions
like (α, α′). The fields of the convection nuclear current
are calculated as the current transition densities (CTD)
δjq

c=�ν|ĵ
q
c |0�.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 24Mg

First of all, we recall the results [1] concerning the
deformation-induced energy downshift for the toroidal and
compressional responses in 24Mg. In Fig. 1, the responses,

Figure 1. T=0 toroidal (left) and compression (right) B(E11)-
responses for K=1 states in 24Mg, calculated for deformations
β=0.2 (upper), 0.4 (middle), and equilibrium deformation 0.536
(bottom) [1]. Note different scales in the right and left plots.

Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for K=0 dipole states [1].

Eq. (1), for K=1 dipole states are depicted for different de-
formations [1], including the calculated equilibrium defor-
mation β=0.536 (which is rather close to the experimental
value βexp=0.605). Figure 1 shows that increase of the de-
formation downshifts the toroidal strength yielding even-
tually a remarked toroidal state with energy 7.92 MeV, the
lowest in the dipole spectrum. The compressional K=1
strength which is much weaker than the toroidal one is also
downshifted with increasing deformation. The plots e) and
f) show that the 7.92 MeV state, being mainly toroidal, has
also a minor irrotational compression admixture.

Figure 2 exhibits similar responses for K=0 states [1].
Here we see a definite downshift mainly for the compres-
sional strength. At β=0.536, it yields a noticeable peak
at 9.56 MeV, constituting the lowest K=0 state. Being
mainly compressional, this state has also a small toroidal
fraction. In K=0 channel, the toroidal strength is much
weaker than in K=1 case.

Altogether, Figs. 1 and 2 show that, in accordance
with the previous studies for low-energy dipole spec-
tra in rare-earth deformed nuclei [14, 25], the toroidal
(compressional) mode dominates in K=1 (K=0) strength.
In 24Mg, both modes exhibit a significant deformation-
induced downshift. As a result, they acquire the lowest
energies in their K-channels and become well separated
from higher dipole states. This can essentially facilitate
their experimental discrimination.
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Table 1. Properties of the lowest QRPA dipole states in 24Mg at
β=0.536. The columns include: the excitation energy E (in

MeV), K-value, transition rate B(E3K; 0+g.s.0→3−K) (in W.u.),
two main 2qp components (in Nilsson asymptotic quantum

numbers), position (F-pos) of the single-particle levels relative
to the Fermi (F) level, and contributions of 2qp components N

to the state norm.

E K B(E3K) main 2qp comp F-pos N
7.92 1 11.7 pp[211]↑−[330]↑ F, F+4 0.54

nn[211]↑−[330]↑ F, F+4 0.39
9.56 0 17.0 pp[211]↓−[101]↓ F-2, F+2 0.39

nn[211]↓−[101]↓ F-2, F+2 0.31

Figure 3. Energies of proton single-particle states in 24Mg.

To understand the impact of deformation, it is instruc-
tive to consider the structure of the toroidal K=1 7.92 MeV
state and compressional K=0 9.56 MeV state. Table 1
shows that the toroidal 7.92 MeV state is mainly formed
by two (proton and neutron) 2qp components of the same
content. Altogether they exhaust 93% of the states norm.
In the more collective 9.56 MeV state, two main 2qp com-
ponents exhaust 70%. In both cases, the major compo-
nents are quite large and so should dominate the character
of the states.

In Fig. 3, the deformation dependence of the energies
of single-particle states from the major 2qp components
is depicted. Only proton states are considered since in
N=Z nuclei the neutron states exhibit a similar behavior.
We see that, for β≥0.4, the deformation growth yields a
rapid decrease of [330]↑-energy, significant increase of
[101]↓-energy and a relatively small change of the en-
ergies for [211]↑ and [211]↓. This leads to decrease of
the energies of 2qp configurations pp[211]↑−[330]↑ and
pp[211]↓−[101]↓with β, which in turn explains the down-
shift of the toroidal and compressional modes at large de-
formations.

Since the energy downshift in 24Mg is mainly deter-
mined by the deformation dependence of particular single-
particle states in near Fermi energy, this effect is not uni-
versal. In other words, TS and CS in other deformed light
nuclei are not necessarily the lowest dipole states. To
demonstrate this, we compare below the results for 24Mg

Figure 4. T=0 toroidal (left) and compressional (right) B(E11)-
responses for K=1 states in 20Ne, calculated for deformations
β=0.2 (upper), 0.56 (middle), and 0.72 (bottom). Note different
scales in the left and right plots.

Figure 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for K=0 states. Note differ-
ent scales in the left and right plots.

with those for 20Ne, another N=Z nucleus with the strong
quadrupole deformation.

3.2 20Ne

For 20Ne, our SLy6 calculations give the equilibrium de-
formation β=0.56 which is considerably smaller than the
experimental value βexp=0.72 [26]. Note that βexp is deter-
mined by B(E20) transition IπK=0+0→2+0 in the ground
state band and so acquires large contributions from dy-
namical correlations, especially in soft nuclei. As a result,
the obtained βexp is allowed to be larger than the actual
“static” equilibrium deformation. Below we present the
responses for both axial deformations, β=0.56 and 0.72.
Figures 4 and 5 show the toroidal and compressional re-
sponses in 20Ne for K=1 and K=0 sates at deformations
β=0.2, 0.56 and 0.72. We see that, in accordance with
the results for 24Mg, the toroidal mode dominates in K=1
strength while the compressional mode is major for K=0.
The responses are peaked in certain states. At β=0.56,
there are the strong toroidal K=1 peak at 10.11 MeV and
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Figure 6. Proton (left) and neutron (right) QRPA (SLy6) convec-
tive currents (CTD) in z−x (y=0) plane for the K=1 10.1 MeV
state in 20Ne. Magnitude of the currents is determined by arrow
lengths in arbitrary units.
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Figure 7. The same as in Fig. 6, but for K=0 7.91 MeV state.

Table 2. The same as in Table 1, but for 20Ne at β=0.56.

E K B(E3K) main 2qp comp F-pos N
7.91 0 45.6 pp[220]↑−[330]↑ F, F+5 0.21

nn[220]↑−[330]↑ F, F+5 0.16
10.11 1 0.5 pp[220]↑+[330]↑ F, F+5 0.53

nn[220]↑+[330]↑ F, F+5 0.32

compressional K=0 peak at 7.91 MeV. The toroidal and
compressional nature of these states is confirmed by the
pattern of the convective current exhibited in Figs. 6 and 7.

Like in 24Mg, TS and CS in 20Ne also exhibit the en-
ergy downshift with β. However, in 20Ne, only K=0 CS
becomes the lowest excitation while K=1 TS is preceded
by other dipole states (∼7 and 8 MeV at β=0.56 and ∼6
and 7 MeV at β=0.72). Moreover, unlike the 24Mg case,
the CS lies below the TS.

These results can be partly understood by inspecting
the structure of the relevant states and their deformation
dependence. Table 2 shows that, in the toroidal K=1 state
at 10.11 MeV and compressional K=0 state at 7.91 MeV,
the major proton and neutron 2qp components embrace the
same single-particle states, [220]↑ and [330]↑. However,

Figure 8. The same as in Fig. 3, but for 20Ne.

depending on their coupling into K=1 or K=0 configura-
tion, they produce the vortical toroidal or the irrotational
compressional mode. Like in 24Mg, the major 2qp com-
ponents in TS exhaust most of the state norm (85%). This
once more confirms the previous findings [27, 28] that the
toroidal mode is basically of mean field origin. Instead,
the compressional K=0 state at 7.91 MeV is much more
collective.

In our QRPA calculations, the forward amplitudes of
conjugate proton and neutron 2qp components given in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 have the same sign. This complies with the
isoscalar character of the low-energy TS and CS. Just in
T=0 case, protons and neutrons contribute constructively
into toroidal or compression flows.

In Fig. 8, we show deformation dependence of the
energies of the single-particle states [220]↑ and [330]↑
forming 2qp components in Table 2. Both energies de-
crease with β. At β>0.56, the energy difference for these
states somewhat decreases, which partly explains the en-
ergy downshift of the TS and CS. Note that the case of
the collective CS is more complicated and can hardly be
treated by mere quasiparticle arguments.

It is interesting that the irrotational current for K=0
CS at 7.91 MeV, given in Fig. 7, is similar to the oc-
tupole flow for the first 3− state in 208Pb [27]. More-
over, in our calculations, IπK=3−0 rotational state built
on the collective 7.91 MeV band head offers a strong
E30 transition 0+g.s.→3−0 from the ground state yielding
B(E30)=45.6 W.u. (see Table 2). The latter can be ex-
plained by collectivity of the state and by the fact that
its major 2q components fully obey the selection rules
for E30 transitions: ∆K=0; ∆N=±1,±3; ∆nz=±1,±3;
∆Λ=0 [29]) where [NnzΛ]K are Nilsson asymptotic quan-
tum numbers. The octupole features of the 7.91 MeV state
are not surprising since in deformed nuclei the dipole and
octupole excitations are coupled. One may suggest that
the compressional 7.91 MeV state is a familiar octupole
irrotational K=0 state. A similar conclusion can be done
for the compressional K=0 9.56 MeV state in 24Mg.
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As seen from Tables 1 and 2, TS in 24Mg and 20Ne
give very different B(E31) values: 11.7 W.u. and 0.5 W.u.
respectively. For the first glance, this is surprising since
both states are non-collective and their major 2qp compo-
nents exhaust nearly the same amount of the state norm.
However, the difference in B(E3) can be easily understood
using the selection rules for E31 transitions: ∆K=±1;
∆N=±1,±3; ∆nz=0,±2; ∆Λ=1 [29]. It is easy to see that
in 24Mg the major TS components fully obey the selection
rules and so this state exhibits the large B(E31). Instead,
in 20Ne, the major TS components violate the rules for nz

and Λ and so the E31 transition is strongly suppressed.
Following Tables 1 and 2, the conjugate proton and

neutron 2qp components give similar but not precisely the
same contributions to the state norm. This means that
predominately isoscalar TS and CS have a minor isovec-
tor admixture. While the collective K=0 CS demonstrate
the octupole features, the K=1 TS perhaps correspond
to low-energy isoscalar dipole states (LE-IDS) found in
light N=Z spherical doubly magic nuclei (16O, 40Ca). LE-
IDS are characterized by weak isospin-forbidden E1 tran-
sitions. They were widely explored some time ago,
see early studies in Refs. [30, 31] and recent detailed
analysis [32]. Following [32], these states can ex-
hibit the toroidal flow. In our calculations, K=1 TS in
24Mg and 20Ne also exhibit weak dipole transitions with
B(E1; 0+0g.s.→1−1)=2.52×10−4 and 0.93×10−4 e2fm2 re-
spectively. Perhaps these TS represent the realization of
the LE-IDS in strongly deformed axial nuclei.

4 Conclusions
We analyzed the influence of strong axial quadrupole
deformation on the properties of individual low-energy
E1(T=0) toroidal and compressional states (TS and CS) in
the N=Z nuclei 24Mg (βexp=0.605) and 20Ne (βexp=0.72).
The study was performed within the self-consistent quasi-
particle random phase approximation approach using the
Skyrme parametrization SLy6. As shown in Ref. [1], the
large quadrupole deformation in 24Mg causes a consider-
able energy downshift of TS and CS. As a result, they be-
come the energetically lowest dipole K=1 and K=0 excita-
tions. Here, we explain this effect by deformation depen-
dence of the energies of the major two-quasiparticle (2qp)
components in TS and CS.

Since the downshift effect is determined by deforma-
tion properties of the particular 2qp configurations, it is not
universal and in principle can differ in other light deformed
nuclei. Indeed, in 20Ne, the deformation also yields the en-
ergy downshift of TS and CS. However, the TS is not any-
more the lowest dipole state even in K=1 channel. Instead
CS is the lowest dipole state lying below TS. Perhaps light
deformed nuclei with the lowest K=1 TS are rare. To our
knowledge, they are limited by 24Mg [1] and 10Be [17].

The calculation for 20Ne confirm the finding [1, 14, 25]
that, in axially deformed nuclei, the E1 vortical toroidal
strength dominates in K=1 low-energy spectra while the
irrotational compressional strength prevails in K=0 chan-
nel. CS in 20Ne and 24Mg are collective and remind famil-
iar low-energy collective E30 octupole modes pertinent to

deformed nuclei where dipole and octupole excitations are
mixed. Instead, TS are mainly formed by two large conju-
gate proton and neutron 2qp components. So, the toroidal
flow is basically of mean-field origin. Perhaps TS in 20Ne
and 24Mg correspond to low-energy T=0 dipole states with
the isospin-forbidden E1 transitions, which were earlier
discussed for N=Z doubly-magic nuclei [30–32]. The TS
could be a realization of such states in strongly deformed
nuclei. We plan to consider this point in next studies.
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